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Housebound teenager Michael Bailey whose wheelchair was
destroyed in a firebomb attack on his Trentham home is mobile again
- thanks to a kind hearted business. Michael, aged 17, whose rare
congenital disorder has left him with the body of a seven-year-old,
was given his new specially made wheelchair by Castle Comfort
Centre in Wolstanton.
It was handed over at his Parkwood Avenue home by Graham Scott
from the firm.
CCC Ambassador/Public Relations Executive (part- time)
Graham Scott is seen proudly presenting the wheelchair...
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Picture: taken by a grateful parent

WHO EVER HEARD OF A BUSINESS
NOT WANTING TO MAKE A PROFIT?
By Emily Tongue, Freelance Clarion Reporter

Wolstanton based Castle Comfort Centre
explained to the Clarion why one of their best
selling products has recently been put on offer to
the local community at cost purchase price
without any gain to the company.
Julian Lewis of CCC told me 'A growing part of
our business is coming from people buying
presents for their relations and loved ones
especially at Christmas, anniversary and birthday
time. 'Whilst we thrive on marketing motion
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furniture here it is clear from many requests that a
small and very affordable inexpensive item should
be available also. 'So the ever popular Classic
Cane folding adjustable walking stick, is on offer
at just £10'.
'The average age of visitors to our showroom
since we started this,' Julian continued, 'has
dropped noticeably, as quite a number of teenagers
now find the problem of what to get Grandfather
/Grandma for Christmas has been solved'.
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